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FEATURES
Josh Allen finds out about the role geolocated photographs play in the service FixMyStreet (p.8) • Eve Forrest interviews Michelle Cooper-Galvin about her four decades of Local Photojournalism (p.14) • Ella Ravilious talks to Mark Lawrence about Local Photography Archives (p.18)

COLUMNS
Joseph McBrinn (p.6) • Orla Fitzpatrick (p.12) • Colin Pantall (p.82) • Tanvir Bush (p.88)

LOCAL
nearby matters

Leah Gordon (p.30)

The Joe Mc Garrigle Archive (p.40)

EXHIBITIONS
James Barnor • Dara McGrath • Zanele Muholi • Unearthed

BOOKS
Native American Photography • After Capitalism • Olga Bushkova and more

Mohamed Hassan (p.50)